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In this paper are presented recently obtained results con-
cerning the classification of remotely sensed multichannel data using neural
networks. A structure of the neural network is proposed and it is chosen"il train-
ing method among the well known methods. Moreover, the procedure appliecl
for preparation of the training data is described as well as the initial 

"otrditionsunder which the training was performed. Also several configurations of the neu-
ral network with di ns in the hidden layers ranging frorrr
three.to eight are obtained after claisifying in image
containing more cl d in training set are.repoited.

1. Introduction
A final stage in the classification of multichannel data

obtain-ed by remote sensing techniques is creation of "a digital image, a rnap of
classified pixels" (Remote Sensing). Using statistical methods, as maximum fike-
liho_od, it is possible to aggregate each pixel from an image to some of the previ-
ously formed clusters based on its spectral signatures in the n-dimensional wave-
length space. Following the statistical approach to achieve high accuracy first
large_sets of data have to be analyzed to find out statistically confideni and
significant features for each cluster. Aftt rwards, in the real dati processirLg, it is
necessary to comput_e the degrees of probability for belonging for eaoh of tne
pixels to every one of the formed clusters and then to make thJ final decision. It
is obvious that this procedure is a comp
the following sections of this paper a
posed, which overcomes the above me
classification task. The advantages of t
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statistical one in resolving problems where a priori knowledge of the daia plo-
cessed is not available are discussed by many investigators [1]. Ftrere should be
outlined that "the neural network classifications are not the best possible, but
probably no worse than typical ones" [2].

2" Theoretical background
In the recent years the development in the theory and prac-

tical implementation of the neural networks has provecl their capabilities in pat'
tern recognition, which could be "regarded as extension of the conventional
techniques" in this field [3]. They offer very powerful general framework for
representing non-linear mappings between multidimensional input and output.
This mapping is accomplished by set of functions Y,(X,14), where X are the
input parameters and ll'arc parameters of the networli called weights. In order
to achieve particular mapping between an arbitrary input and its corresponding
output a non-linear basis functions, called activation functions, which have to
be differentiable, must be applied. The last property is extremely important for
the network training, because it is the necessary condition which allows for
conjugate gradient-based methods to be used in the training phase. In many
cases a sigmoidal function, which has the form:

F(k) = (1+exp(-k))

is utilized as activation function, because it fulfills the mentioned requirement.
In some investigations the hyperbolic tangent has been used as activation func-
tion, but here only sigmoidal functions will be regarded.

Let's consider a neural network structure with two processing layers, called
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) (Fig. 1), which is mathematically represented by
the equation:

MI
Y*(x) =\w*iF(\WXi) .

This structure can approximat" lny 
"on,i'nuous 

mapping with accuracy com-
pared with or higher than this achieved by other methods, if the number of
hidden units M is large enough. One thing that must be outlined here is that this
structure has generalization capabilities i.e. it can give reasonable output to the
input not included in the set of patterns used during training. This means that it
not only can interpolate the input data, but also to extrapolate them. This qual-
ity is essential when dealing with remotely sensed data, because the data used
for training the network are only representative samples derived from a real
scene and, as rule of the thumb, the spectral signatures of the land cover types
vary between scenes even acquired by one the same sensor due to changes in
atmospheric conditions, illumination etc.

3. Method and data
In this case study the main aim is to introduce the manner

how a neural network was applied as a classification engine for several basic
types of land cover based on their multispectral signatures recoived by remote
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sensing techniques. The procedure of training data preparation, network train-
ing and classification was divided in the following steps as shown on Fig. l.

Fig.l . Major steps used during the neural network training and classification

._ __ Jh. main processing structure was chosen to bb a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) with two hidden layers (Fig.2), with sigmoidal activation functions for
processing elements, trained by backprop agation. This number of layers was con-
sidered to be sufficient since with this number of hidden layers a mapping with
accuracy more than 95% between the inputs and the output was achilveri-[4].

Fig. 2. Proposed neural network structure: input layer with three inputs for each of the spectral
channels, two hidden layers Withvarying number of neurons (k:3,...,8), one output
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Training data preprocessing - data selection, cluster
formation, creation of training and test images

Train the neural network with generated data for 
i

different parameters of the network

Comparison between the results obtained after
classification over the test and real data

Make final selection of the structure and the
parameters of the neural network



The structure of the neural network and training method was selected ac-cording to the following criteria;
r convenient structure cnrresponding to the classification (pattern recogni-tion) task;
o accuracy of the resuits after classi{ication;
o adequate behaviour when data not included in

sented for classilication ;. good speed of training;
. simplicity in software realization.

the training set are pre-

for methods (cf. L\re suit berter
but this holds true only if allpos training set.

^^r^ lementation of neural networks is thersrtr ract a set of representative feature vec_
ing and the test data were
5l2x512 pixels represent_
from the French satellite
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Fig' 3' Clusters used for training data creation (the values are percentage of the real DN, which varyfrom 0 to 255)

Using this spectral signatures one training and one test artificial imageswere created. They consist,of arbitrary distributJd non-overlapping rectangutirswith random dimensions [4].
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A comparison between the number of iterations for training and the speedof

execution during the training phase both as a function of number neurons in the

tridden layers, a-chieving onJ ind the same accuracy' is presented on the Fig' 4'

1.trli picture clearly shows the reasons why we con^sidered six to be the satisfac-

tory numUer (in sense of above defined ciiteria) of neurons in every one of the

hidden layers.
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Fig. 4. Selection ofthe sufficient number ofneurons based on iteratiorrs needed for training and execu-

tion time during training

In Table I the results of the performance of the neulal network over the

test and the real image are presented. In this table also are given the learning

parameters used in the training phase.

T a b I e I . Comparison of the results after classification performed over the test and the teal images

Classilication results for MLP
Training parameters of the network: learning constant:0.5; 6rror:0.9; momentum'=0.5

Speed of execution time, [s]xl000

Number of neurons in the hidden layers

Accuracy in classilication for test image (%)

4610
78 88 94

72 83 88Accuracy in classification for real sub-scene (%)

4. Summary

In this paper have been presented the results fi'om a re-

cently completed project. An 
-attempt 

has been made to introduce, step by step,

th6 method-ology applied to solve a real problem, namely classification, in 're-
mote sensing technology.
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flpuloxeHrle Ha HeBpoHHr,r Mpexra rrpr4
KJracuor.rKarJ]/rfi .HaMHOIOKAHAJrHVrr,r3O6paxeHr4r,

rI o JryrI e H lI npu Iv cT aH IIt4 o HHr,I t4 3 C n 0A B aH r4t

Xpucmo Hurcottoe

(Pesroue)

_ 
B nacrosrlara pa1ora ca [peAcraBeHr{ pe3ynraru,

[oJryqeHl4 npv KJIaCHQuKar]:afl, Ha MHoroKaHaIrH*rrBo6paxeHvs. or AvaTaHrILroHHr{
r,r3cJreABaHrrtr Ha 3evura, r,r3noJr3BafiKr,r HeBpoHHr,r Mpex[. Ilpegaoxena e
rorroJroruqHa crpyKrypa Ha HeBpoHHara Mpexa (HM) u e o6ocHoBaH r36opbr
Ha MeroA 3a o6yqeHr,rero_ rl Mexqy rr3Becl Hr4 MerOAr{ 3a O6yqeHr,re no Ae_suuupanr
B crarr{.sra Kp}rrepr,r[. onucanu ca cbrrlo raKa rrpoqeAypr{Te 3a rroAroroBKa Ha
MHoxecrBoro o6yqaBalrll{ AaITHI,I u3ai36opa:rra:rraqanr:aLrre ycJroBr{.f,, [pLr Kor.rro
E I{3BGPIIIEHO,O6YqEHI,ICTO HA HM. II:NTPIUEH E CPABHI,ITENEH AHAJIII3 OTHOCHO
TIOREICHLICTO II rIOIYqAB-AHI{TE,BbPXY TECTOBI,I AAHHLI PC3YJITATI,I CIEA O6YqCHUE
Ha HM rpu pa3nurrgy- qp9fi (or I .qo 8) nenponu (o6pa6orrarqz enervrenrz) n
cKpr,rrr{Te cJroeBe Ha HM. Cncrevaru3vpanv ca flonyqeHt,rTe cJreA Kracvflprparlprfl
pe3yJrrarr{, Karo B [oAJrex(arqoro Ha KJracnQurcaliut rrco6paxeHrre ce cbAbpxar
IIo-roJrrM 6pofi rnacoBe or re3u, BKJrK)qeHrr B o6yrraBalloro MHoxecrBo.
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